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Overview
President Donald Trump finally announced his pick for new
Federal Reserve Chair. After months of prevarication, the
replacement for Janet Yellen will be Jerome Powell – the most
Yellen-like candidate except for Yellen herself.
This is not a bad thing. Some of the prospective nominees were
downright kooky and others, particularly John Taylor (inventor of
the eponymous monetary policy rule), could have presaged a lurch
toward much more aggressive interest rate rises. Nominating Mr
Powell offers a nice hedge: the status quo with a hint of change.
Mr Powell still needs to be confirmed by the Senate before he can take over when Mrs Yellen’s term
finishes on 3 February. However, we don’t see this being a problem: he is a pretty uncontroversial pick
and a sitting Fed governor. What is perhaps more important is who Mr Trump nominates to fill the other
vacant Fed governorships. There may yet be a more hawkish tilt coming.
The Bank of England (BoE) raised rates in early November from 0.25% to 0.5%. A decent boost from the
services sector helped third-quarter GDP grow by a faster than expected 0.4%, helping justify the hike.
The BoE was likely feeling pressured to act on inflation which is biting consumers hard – the CBI retail
sales flash survey crashed in October – but by doing so it runs the risk of increasing borrowing costs and
dampening demand. Much of the rise in prices was out of the bank’s hands: sterling has slumped since the
Brexit vote, pushing up import costs for UK retailers.
Still, we think it will be some time before the bank hikes again. Or at least it should be, otherwise there’s a
strong chance that the BoE may inadvertently bring about stagflation, that insidious combination of low
growth and high inflation and unemployment. Our in-house research suggests inflation should peak in
October and begin to slide back down. Governor Mark Carney said as much in November’s press
conference, too. He also said the bank expects to raise rates just two more times in the next two years – a
comment that sent sterling lower, suggesting that’s a slower tightening path than the market had believed.
With price levels on the decline, the BoE should be able to pander to growth and sit on its hands from
here.
If we are correct and inflation does fall from here, it should lead to improving real wage growth (it’s
currently negative) and better consumer sentiment. The real pressing issue for Britain and the BoE is a
lack of investment growth, something that Governor Mark Carney and his chief economist, Andy Haldane,
have both highlighted. They say they need to see better investment spending and a boost to trade to offset
consumer spending.
And that’s where Chancellor Philip Hammond comes in. With the crunch year for Brexit looming, he will
set out his Budget on 22 November. It will be the first autumn Budget since he dropped the convention of
an autumn statement and moved the Budget announcement to the year’s end. It will be a gloomy affair
too. Winter is coming, both literally and metaphorically. A punchy cut to the UK’s estimated productivity
is expected, which will reduce tax revenues already lagging due to lower growth forecasts. Mr Hammond

doesn’t have much cash to work with and it seems to be dwindling by the day. But he needs to take some
of the strain from the BoE and inject some favourable fiscal policy into the economy.
It seems unlikely that he will though. He is hamstrung by his predecessor’s legacy of austerity and
“balancing the books”, an inheritance likely to dog him throughout his time at HM Treasury. He seems as
likely to hit these targets as George Osborne was. Unfortunately, we don’t see Mr Hammond striking out
on a different path. That’s why we prefer FTSE 100 companies, with predominantly overseas earnings,
rather than mid-caps that are more affected by weakness – or strength – in the British economy.

This month’s trades
We trimmed the Tritax Big Box REIT because its share price has soared well above the value of its net
assets (this premium was 12% when we sold). This trust has done very well for us over the past few years,
but we feel investors may have gotten a little ahead of themselves recently.
We sold some of our shares in Estee Lauder because it has been straying into expensive territory and
recycled that money into Ulta Beauty, an existing holding that has been weak lately.
We purchased more shares in Swedish locksmith and entranceway security giant Assa Abloy, an existing
holding for the fund. The shares dipped somewhat last month, so we took the opportunity to increase our
exposure to a formidable player in a large and growing global industry. Entranceway security is a difficult
industry for lower-cost competitors to enter, which lends defensive characteristics to the company.
Finally, we added Amazon to the portfolio. We have held this company in other funds for some time.
Amazon has extended its reach far from its original ecommerce home. It has an online television network
that can go blow for blow against the old giants and also recently acquired the Whole Foods supermarket
business, causing an instant decrease in the value of food retailers around the world. But, arguably, the
most important division outside its main shopping network is cloud computing arm Amazon Web Services
(AWS) which accounts for about three-quarters of operating profits. This business can be a little difficult
to understand, but essentially Amazon has amassed huge computing power and storage space by building
scores of massive warehouses filled with computers (data centres). It rents out this storage and computing
power to businesses and people round the globe. AWS’s sales have been growing 60% each year for the
past decade and about 35% of total sales are converted to operating profit. Profit isn’t the only output
either: AWS gives Amazon a steady stream of information on its customers that is vital to the digital war
being waged for the spending money in our pockets. After our purchase, Amazon posted much better
earnings than expected, sending the share price more than 10% higher.

Outlook
Around the world, quarterly earnings have been pretty good recently.
At the time of writing, Japan was doing exceptionally well, with more than 60% of those reporting beating
earnings estimates. Earnings per share growth was a staggering 15%, while reported sales are currently
around 7% higher than a year earlier, no doubt helped by a weakened yen. Europe has done similarly well:
15% earnings growth driven by energy companies. Its revenue growth is soft, however. Despite being up
5% on a year ago, most of those reporting have only matched or undershot analyst hopes for top-line
growth.
About half of the S&P 500 had reported, and they have packed quite a surprise: more than three-quarters
of the index beat forecasts and EPS growth was 7%, 4 percentage points higher than expected. According
to FactSet, tech, materials, energy and consumer discretionary delivered most of the surprise uplift.

Financials, industrials, utilities and consumer discretionary were the disappointments, with their earnings
lower than they were a year ago.
A phenomenon we have talked about previously continues to affect share markets: earnings beats are not
being rewarded as you would usually expect, while disappointments are being punished severely.
According to Factset, positive surprises for S&P 500 firms earn just a 0.1% bump on average to the share
price over the two days following the announcement (the five-year average is 1.2%). As for earnings
misses, they result in an average 3.2% drop, (longer-term average is -2.4%).
We think this punishment of disappointment – the scale of which is illogical in our opinion – is likely to
continue. When our businesses post short-term stumbles, we’ve generally been buying into the
drawdowns. Where something fundamental has changed in the investment case, we have sold. But,
typically, we find these sell-offs tend to be overreactions that allow us to pick up businesses we value at a
discount.
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